The effect of a soy-yoghurt-honey product on excess weight and related health risk factors - A review
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Abstract

There is an agreement that long-term Therapeutic Lifestyle Changes (TLC) such as dietary behavior reformation and increasing daily physical activity, are the cornerstones in the prevention and management of obesity and its related health risk factors. Furthermore, the use of meal replacement diet has been accepted as an effective therapeutic strategy for a successful weight loss, particularly in the beginning of an intervention. The following review will specially focus on the efficiency of a clinically approved meal replacement product which is commercially available as a Soy-Yoghurt-Honey Formula (SYHF) which can be used to prevent, treat or manage overweight, obesity and its related health risks. The mentioned positive effects come not only by formula’s low glycemic index as well as low caloric characteristics, but by its biologically active components such as soy isoflavones and soy and milk biological active peptides as well as antioxidants, enzymes and oligofructose from honey. Indeed, the consumption of soy protein can be a nutritional strategy to oxidize more fat, and there is experimental evidence that soy protein influences cellular energy metabolism by molecular mechanisms improving insulin sensitivity and plasma lipid levels. Due to these mechanisms, acute and permanent effects could be demonstrated for SYHF in experimental and controlled clinical studies which are directed to successful weight reduction as well as significant benefits on metabolic dysfunction. Possible benefits of weight loss on quality of life and cognitive function after SYHF intake are other aspects of meal replacement with SYHF which were discussed. – The facts given, approve the statement that SYHF present a successful as well as safe approach to weight loss and to improve the metabolic milieu within a sustained time period, independent of sex, age and diagnosed symptoms of the metabolic syndrome.

Introduction

Goal-Setting: Realistic weight loss

Weight reduction programs are a part of many standard obesity treatment and prevention guidelines such as the German Obesity Society guidelines, concerning success and quality [85]. The aim of these weight loss strategies is not weight loss alone but also an improvement of cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors, following a healthy lifestyle (physical activity and diet) and raising the quality of life. To achieve this goal, supervised programs can be applied over a period of at least 6 months delivered by an interdisciplinary team of physicians, psychologists and group behavior consultants and nutritionists. This approach produces healthy modifications in diet and exercise for an individual’s every day practice [10].

Even if such a program is insufficient to prove the long-term success, the significant findings in obese adults confirms that using modified lifestyle interventions are at least comparable with the results of pharmacological interventions after 12-months [66]. Nevertheless, it is discouraging knowing the level of success in weight loss programs while only a very small number of obese patients can be motivated to participate in a lifestyle intervention program [25].

There is agreement that long-term therapeutic lifestyle changes (TLC) such as dietary behavior reformations and increasing daily physical activity, are the cornerstones in the prevention and management of obesity and its related health risk factors and are often combined with cognitive behavior modification techniques [10,85]. Furthermore, the use of meal replacements has been accepted as an effective therapeutic strategy for weight loss, particularly in the beginning of an intervention [4, 5, 26, 83, 85].

Dietary approaches can achieve as much weight loss in obese outpatients as has been reported for the most successful drug treatments, but compliance with the prescribed diet can be poor unless the dietary recommendations are simple to follow [73]. Moreover, weight loss interventions utilizing a meal replacement together with dietary counselling and increased physical activity have led to substantial and significant favorable reductions in anthropometric measurements and metabolic risk factors while preserving skeletal muscle mass [7,8]. The following review will specially focus on the efficiency of a clinically proven meal replacement product which is commercially available as a soy-yoghurt-honey formula (SYHF; Almased®) against overweight, obesity and its related health risks.
Bioactive ingredients of SYHF and their molecular basis for clinical effects

The soy-yoghurt-honey formula (SYHF) which is described in this review with special focus to its effectiveness on weight control and metabolic regulation consists of a combination of soy protein isolate, yogurt and natural honey; it is clinically tested [26] and is commercially available (Almased®). The product is approved as a food supplement (50 g powder dispersed in 200 ml water) as well as a suitable meal replacement product (1 g per kg ‘normal’ body weight determined from the Broca Index). Furthermore, this formula is a part of “The Almased Concept against Overweight and Related Health Risk (ACOORH)” and the basis of a multicenter randomized clinical trial to confirm the effects of SYHF on body composition and comorbidities in overweight patients [16,17]. The protein content of this product is 53.3 % (83 % soy protein isolate, and 17 % milk protein); the product is characterized by a very low glycemic index (GI = 27), a very low glycemie load (GL of one consumption unit = 4.1), a low energy content (354 kcal/100 g dried powder) and biologically available components such as soy isoflavones and biological active peptides (BAP’s) from soy and milk as well as antioxidants, enzymes and oligofructose from honey [10]. These bioactive ingredients and the molecular basis for their clinical effects will be presented and discussed in the following chapter (Fig. 1).

In contrast to typical east Asian diets, soy still plays a relatively minor dietary role in the usual western food consumption despite it providing an excellent source of high biological value protein and a variety of bioactive compounds. Within these, isoflavones have attracted increased attention because of their health-promoting effects which have been primarily focused on cardiovascular, bone and menopausal health. Genistein and daidzein are the main compounds within the isoflavone class of phytoestrogens (Messina, 1999).

As heterocyclic phenols structurally analogous to human estrogens, they bind to estrogen receptors alpha and beta and stimulate transcriptional activities [22, 70]. Based on their molecular activities, soy isoflavones may also have favorable effects on fatty acid metabolism and insulin sensitivity [78]. In addition, conglycinin, soya saponins, and soya phospholipids have also been discussed in relation to obesity. Several nutrition intervention studies in animals and humans have indicated that consumption of soy protein reduces body weight and fat mass, in addition to lowering plasma cholesterol and triglycerides, therefore potentially playing a significant role in the prevention of obesity [76].

To achieve an increased, but safe isoflavone (ISF) intake, the clinically tested soy-yoghurt-honey formula has shown a sufficient amount of biologically available isoflavonoids within around 1.5 mg per g SYHF powder. Given a typical serving of 50 g of the product per portion, the intake of available isoflavonoids could be calculated as 75 mg/portion; this intake may be sufficient to produce biologically significant increases in blood isoflavone levels [18] which was controlled by measuring the serum isoflavone concentrations (daidzein, genistein, glycitein, equol, and o-DMA) by LCMS analyses. In regard to these phytoestrogens, the European Food Safety Authority Panel on Food Additives and Nutrient Sources (EFSA ANS) was very recently asked to provide a scientific opinion on the possible association between isoflavones intake from food supplements and harmful effects on mammary gland, uterus and thyroid tissues in per- and post-menopausal women. The Panel stated [32] that food supplements typically provide a daily dose of isoflavones in the range of 35–150 mg/day. A systematic review found no association between isoflavone intake from food supplements and adverse effects on the three target organs. Considering the discussions around isoflavone related risk of breast cancer, the human data reviewed by the Panel did not support the hypothesis of an increased risk of breast cancer from observational studies, neither by an effect on mammographic density nor on proliferation marker Ki-67 expression in interventional studies. No effect was found on endometrial thickness and histopathological changes in the uterus up to 30 months of supplementation with 150 mg/day of soy isoflavones. Thyroid hormones levels were also unchanged following intake of isoflavones from food supplements. Nevertheless, the Panel concluded that it was not possible to derive a single health-based guidance value for the isoflavone preparations, and currently there are no health claims made on isoflavones in foods registered in the EU Register of nutrition and health (http://ec.europa.eu/nutr/claims/).

The results of a recently performed study on postmenopausal females [50] showed that a daily intake of between 25 to 125 grams of SYHF, significantly increased the blood levels of isoflavones without any changes in their thyroid as well as sex hormone levels. It may be of interest that there was no linear increase in blood ISF levels in relation to dietary ISF intake and that a plateau in ISF blood levels,

Figure 1: Compounds and ingredients of the SYHF product (Almased®) used in “The Almased Concept” and their postulated health benefits. [14]
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particular in genistein and daidzein, was reached at an ISF intake of around 100 grams of Almased® per day. This phenomenon may be important for the recommendation of a health-related ISF intake by soy products. At this level of ISF intake from soy food, modifications in metabolic and mental functions can accrue which may be responsible for health-related benefits [82]. When the results of our study [50] was interpreted due to the possible side effects, it can be also assumed that the SYHF intake had no specific influence, particularly negative side effects on thyroid function as well as sex hormones level in postmenopausal women. Moreover, the ISF and also SYHF effects on weight regulation (discussed above) are not induced by a hyperthyroid status.

Indeed, the intake of soy protein may be a nutritional strategy to oxidize more fat [12, 45] and there is experimental evidence that soy protein influences cellular energy metabolism by molecular mechanisms [57, 63, 74]. In addition, soy protein improves insulin sensitivity and plasma lipid levels by activating peroxisome proliferator activated receptors (PPARs). PPARs are nuclear receptors which regulate metabolic processes, particularly those affecting energy metabolism, by regulating the expression of genes involved in glucose homeostasis, lipid metabolism and fatty acid oxidation. Consumption of isoflavone-rich soy protein improves glucose tolerance, insulin sensitivity and hepatic triglyceride concentrations in rats. In these investigations, isoflavone-rich soy extracts increased the gene expression of PPARs in cell culture, suggesting that the beneficial effects of soy protein on glucose and lipid metabolism may indeed be mediated by PPAR activation [61, 62, 69].

Finally, it was also found [62] that feeding soy protein to rats increased the activity and mRNA levels of several skeletal muscle enzymes involved in fatty acid oxidation, including carnitine palmitoyltransferase (CPT1) activity and beta-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HAD), Acyl-CoA oxidase, and medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase. Moreover, PPAR gamma coactivator PGC1 alpha and PPAR alpha mRNA levels were also found to be elevated, suggesting that soy protein intake stimulates skeletal muscle fatty acid oxidation by activating PPAR pathways, ultimately leading to a reduced accumulation of body fat. Although comparable experimental studies in humans are lacking, there would be no reason to assume that a regular intake of soy would not affect human metabolism in the same manner.

During the last decade there has been increased attention paid to the implications of dietary peptides for modulation of health and disease, particularly in the prevention of metabolic dysregulation and obesity [75, 86]. In general, peptides are generated in the gut lumen during normal digestion following protein consumption. Most are absorbed as dipeptides and tripeptides through the gut mucosa primarily to supply dietary nitrogen. However, larger peptide fragments are also absorbed and many of these dietary peptides have been shown to have metabolic effects, even at microgram quantities. More than 1500 different bioactive peptides have been reported with various bioactivities and functional significance [71]. The bioactive sequence size can vary from two to twenty amino acids and may reach, for example the well described soybean peptide Lunasin [54], a chain of 43 amino acids. The bioactivities of these particular peptides, encrypted in proteins, are latent until they are released from their parental proteins. Finally, the feasibility of the biological application of these peptides depends on absorption and the bioavailability of intact forms in target tissues [71].

A large number of bioactive peptides are reported to be derived from milk and soybean; many bioactive peptides are also found in animal and plant sources including egg, fish, oyster, rice, wheat, oat, barley, corn, radish seeds and royal jelly [71]. In the SYHF food product, more than eighty bioactive peptides have been reported with various bioactivities and potentially significant functional benefits for metabolic regulation which may be important for the prevention of obesity [13, 14]. The SYHF peptides isolated by Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LCMS) are known to have potential antihypertensive, anticholesterolemic, antitriglyceridemic, antioxidative and anticancer activities as well as anti obesity or anorectic properties [71] (Fig.2). Another ingredient in SYHF with beneficial properties is honey. Honey was the only available natural sweetener until industrial sugar production began to replace it after 1800 [24]. However, the belief that honey is a food, a drug and an ointment continues today; in the long human tradition, honey has been used not only as a food but also as a medicine [41]. There is a somewhat revival for the use of honey focusing on its health promoting benefits; it has been assumed that honey has a variety of positive nutritional and health effects if consumed at levels of 50 to 80 g per serving [19]. Even though honey is a carbohydrate-rich food, its glycemic index varies across a wide range, depending on the botanical source and its glucose: fructose ratio [28]. Additionally, honey contains various oligosaccharides [6] and small amounts of proteins, enzymes, amino acids, minerals, trace elements, vitamins.

**Figure 2:** Functional significance of bioactive peptides derived from soybean [71].
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The results of the second study [48] confirmed the findings of a significant benefit of a SYHF rich breakfast. In this study, ten healthy male volunteers (26.4±4.4 yrs.; 23.2±0.9 kg/m²) were recruited to consume standardized isoenergetic breakfasts rich in either carbohydrate (68% of energy intake), fat (64% of energy intake) or protein (35% of energy intake supplemented by SYHF) or a breakfast which reflected the individuals usual breakfast composition in a randomized design and controlled with a non-dietary day with only an intake of 200 ml water. The state of satiety, blood glucose and lactate concentrations, resting oxygen uptake (VO₂) and respiratory quotient (RQ) were analyzed in a 4 hour postprandial period. Compared with the water control day, the most significant increases were found in blood glucose after the carbohydrate rich breakfast and the individual’s usual breakfast, whereas the protein-rich SYHF supplemented breakfasts induced only small blood glucose responses; only after intake of the protein-rich SYHF, supplemented breakfast was there a significant increase in resting VO₂ (up to 30%) without changes in RQ; in addition, the protein-rich breakfast induced the highest satiety feeling. According to the protein intake related effects, it was confirmed again that a SYHF supplemented breakfast may be of benefit for weight management and appetite regulation in adults. Furthermore, the results found after the intake of a single SYHF bolus may help to define the successful weight reduction using SYHF in a meal replacement strategy.

Successful weight reduction using SYHF

It is now accepted that low-carbohydrate diets lead to a decreased energy intake and weight loss. However, it is unclear whether these effects are due to the reduced carbohydrate content of such diets or because of their associated increase in protein intake [5]. It has been confirmed in several studies that an increase in dietary protein at a constant carbohydrate intake produces a sustained decrease in ad libitum energy intake that may be mediated by increased central nervous system leptin sensitivity, resulting in significant weight loss [27, 68, 84]. It has also been confirmed in several studies that low fat diets, which reduce the fat content from 40% to 25–30% of energy, also lead to weight loss [3],[84] showed that an increase in dietary protein from 15% to 30% of energy content and a reduction in fat from 35% to 20% at a constant carbohydrate intake, lead to a sustained decrease in ad libitum energy intake and significant weight loss. Moreover, diets with a fat content fixed at 30% of energy lead to more weight loss when higher in protein (25%–30% of energy) than when nearer to a usual protein kwh3[3].

In the context of weight loss, the preservation of skeletal muscle mass is particularly important for the maintenance of motor competence and for the metabolic capacity of skeletal muscle [26]. A reduced fat and carbohydrate diet which is high in protein (particularly reflected in a SYHF diet), can lead to decreases in body weight and fat mass without any significant change in lean body mass[7]. Several studies confirmed that the specific effect of SYHF on body


aromatic compounds and polyphenols [19]. In particular, these oligosaccharides may be responsible for the possible antidiabetic [34] and other health-related benefits of honey [1, 34].

In published reviews, [34, 36] the authors provided evidence to support the possible role of gut microflora in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and glucose dysregulation together with the capability of oligosaccharides to establish the equilibrium of the microbiota ecosystem. If it is possible to regulate the microbiome balance by diet [58, 81], a regular intake of honey as a replacement of sucrose, could be an option for a beneficial modification of the gut microbiota [80]. Honey oligosaccharides, as a replacement for sucrose, seem to influence appetite-regulating hormones as well as energy intake [35, 52] which has to be considered as a potentially important benefit of honey for preventing excess weight gain [64]. Since SYHF powder contains 25% natural honey, a significant daily intake of honey in a range of 50 to 75 g wet weight can be achieved if SYHF is used in a meal replacement strategy; this amount may be sufficient to assume a significant intake of oligosaccharides and their related benefits for health and nutrition.

Postprandial effects after SYHF intake

To document an acute effect of a single intake of a defined SYHF bolus on energy supply and appetite regulation, two experimental studies have been performed with a controlled cross-over design in overweight males [45, 48]. In the first study [45] eleven overweight male subjects with a diagnosis of metabolic syndrome and insulin resistance were investigated, following a randomized cross-over design, in the morning at fasting conditions; each subject consumed 65 g of the SYHF or an isoenergetic standardized breakfast; four hours after breakfast, all volunteers consumed a standardized lunch. Blood glucose, insulin, ghrelin, peptide YY (PYY) levels, oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production were measured and the respiratory quotient and substrate supply for energy expenditure were calculated. A beneficial outcome of the SYHF breakfast was that the post-prandial glycemic and insulinemic responses were significantly lower compared to that following the standardized breakfast. In addition, in the obese insulin-resistant subjects, the post-prandial decrease in fat oxidation was significantly less noticeable after the SYHF intake; this effect was also visible after lunch in terms of a second meal effect. Regarding the appetite regulation, ghrelin levels were significantly lower and PYY levels tended to be higher, 2 hours after the intake of SYHF breakfast. From these findings, it was concluded that compared to a typical carbohydrate rich breakfast a high protein and low glycemic SYHF intake was associated with lower glycemia and insulinemia as well as higher fat oxidation in the postprandial period. Take together with the favorable profile of appetite-regulating hormones, this may explain the benefit of a meal replacement SYHF strategy for weight reduction and the improvement of metabolic risk factors.
composition could be observed in clinical trials after 6 and 24 weeks of meal replacement intervention[7, 27, 44, 47], when body composition was measured using air displacement plethysmography (Bod Pod®) [59].

In our 2008 published study [44], a total of 88 overweight and obese males and females (47±7.5 yrs., BMI 31.5±2.3 kg/m²) completed a 6 weeks intervention (29 participants in a lifestyle modification group (LSG), 59 subjects in a meal replacement group (MRG); in the LSG a fat-reduced diet (60% of energy from carbohydrate, 25% from fat, 15% from protein; 1,200–1,500 kcal/day for women and 1,500–1,800 kcal/day for men) was used. Participants assigned to the MRG were instructed to replace 2 daily meals with the prescribed low glycemic soy-yoghurt-honey formula [11]. The main findings from this study were, indicated that those following the meal replacement protocol, showed a greater improvement in body composition and significantly greater reductions in total body weight (BW), fat mass (FM) and especially waist circumference (WC) (p<0.01) compared with those in lifestyle group following an energy-restricted diet (diff. BW 6.4 vs. 3.1 kg, diff. FM 5.1 vs. 2.8 kg).

These findings correspond with the results of a meta-analysis of weight-loss trials, showing that very-low-calorie soy-based diets promote greater weight loss in a short period of time [2]. In the meal replacement group, the weight reduction was 1.8 x higher than in the lifestyle group. This may have been because of a more effective dietary restriction in meal-replacement strategies or a specific effect of the chosen dietary regimen. A well performed study[67] showed that a waist circumference reduction of 1 cm is equivalent to an abdominal fat loss of 0.33 kg. Translating this factor, to our study, participants of the meal replacement group likely lost 1.8 kg of abdominal fat compared to a 0.5kg loss in the lifestyle group. Considering the importance of abdominal fat in the pathogenesis of metabolic syndrome [79], it could be emphasized that the observed reduction in abdominal fat was an important factor in explaining the reduced prevalence of metabolic syndrome, even in short period of studytime (see below).

Moreover, a study published recently [47] confirmed that a SYHF meal replacement strategy has the ability to lead to a significant reduction in body weight, total fat mass and internal abdominal fat while preserving lean body mass - comparable to an intensive lifestyle intervention program. The aim of that study was to focus on intervention induced changes in overweight subjects using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) for intra-abdominal fat stores measurements. The data from MRI analyses indicated that even with significant fat reduction in both groups, the abdominal fat loss in the LSG was due to a higher reduction in subcutaneous fat, whereas participants in the MRG lost more intra-abdominal/visceral fat/kg fat mass loss during the intervention. Finally, our results did not agree with the findings of a review [23] that the preferential loss of internal fat induced by low energy diets disappears when the intervention period extends to beyond four weeks.

In addition, there are data from elderly individuals, based on the effectiveness of SYHF meal replacement strategy, particularly in postmenopausal females [27]. In this study of 72 females, comparative clinical trial data (pre-menopausal: n=22, 44±6.4 yrs., 31.4±2.4 kg/m²; postmenopausal: n=50, 58±5.1 yrs., 32.9±3.7 kg/m²) showed that weight reduction was significant after 24 weeks when using a SYHF meal replacement together with a guided exercise program in both groups. When body composition was analyzed using Bod Pod® technology, the reduction of body weight was mainly due to a reduction in fat mass. Particularly in the postmenopausal women, the reduction of fat free mass (FFM) was 0.1 kg, equal to only 1 % of total weight loss. This finding is encouraging as it demonstrates that weight reduction using this type of intervention in postmenopausal women is feasible.

| Table 1: Results for body composition, metabolic and inflammatory status (mean ± SD) in 2 subgroups before and after 24 weeks of intervention (controls vs. SYHF intake); p-values for pre-post intra-group paired differences were p<0.05 (a), p<0.01(b), p<0.005 (c); p-values for the pre-post inter-group unpaired differences were p<0.05 (x), p<0.01(y). [14,51] |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| BW(kg)                          | 91.2±11.6 entered RCT | 90.2±11.3 entered RCT | 84.9±10.8c post entered RCT | 81.8±11.7c post entered RCT |
| FM(kg)                          | 36.9±6.27 entered RCT | 36.2±6.38 entered RCT | 30.4±7.60c post entered RCT | 26.8±7.80c post entered RCT |
| Triglyc. (mg/dl)                | 127±68.4 entered RCT | 143±66.0 entered RCT | 137±55.2 post entered RCT | 133±71.9 post entered RCT |
| Apo A (mg/dl)                   | 115±20.3 entered RCT | 117±23.9 entered RCT | 105±20.9c post entered RCT | 97±21.6c post entered RCT |
| FBG(mg/dl)                      | 95±14.1 entered RCT | 95±12.2 entered RCT | 90±9.9a post entered RCT | 90±9.8c post entered RCT |
| Insulin (µU/ml)                 | 8.8±3.92 entered RCT | 12.7±10.1 entered RCT | 7.4±3.9b post entered RCT | 7.1±5.0c post entered RCT |
| HOMA-Index (U)                  | 2.2±1.26 entered RCT | 3.1±2.65 entered RCT | 1.7±1.00c post entered RCT | 1.6±1.17c post entered RCT |
| Leptin (ng/ml)                  | 37±29.2 entered RCT | 36±25.4 entered RCT | 28±20.7b post entered RCT | 22±15.0c post entered RCT |
| IL-6(pg/ml)                     | 1.8±1.25 entered RCT | 2.2±2.05 entered RCT | 1.8±2.30 post entered RCT | 1.7±1.29a post entered RCT |
| hs-CRP (mg/dl)                  | 0.27±0.22 entered RCT | 0.30±0.28 entered RCT | 0.23±0.16 post entered RCT | 0.19±0.17c post entered RCT |
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without any significant reduction in lean tissue. In the context of weight loss, the preservation of skeletal muscle mass is particularly important for maintenance of motor competence and metabolic capacity, particularly in the elderly.

Finally, the SYHF concept and its benefits on body composition work also even if weight management is not the primary goal [29]. To determine these changes in body composition and physical performance induced by lifestyle counselling and resistance training together with soy protein-based supplementation using SYHF product (50 g/d), 40 middle age males were investigated (50–65 yrs. BMI: 25–29.9 kg/m²) in a randomized controlled study over a period of 12 weeks of intervention (resistance training with and without SYHF supplement vs. control group receiving only lifestyle education). Body composition, fat mass and fat-free mass (FFM) were measured by skin fold anthropometry at baseline and after 12 weeks of intervention. Despite significant changes in bodyweight and sex hormones, FFM increased after training, particularly in participants who consumed SYHF supplement (n=13; FM: 22.6±5.5 to 21.2±4.7 kg; FFM: 68.5±7.2 to 70.1±7.4 kg; p<0.01); these participants also showed more noticeable improvements in strength measures than the participants who trained without the SYHF supplement. Therefore, it can be concluded that resistance training in combination with SYHF supplementation is more effective in adaptation to body composition as well as muscle mass and muscle function than lifestyle induced resistance training alone.

Beneficial effects on metabolic dysfunction after SYHF meal replacement

Considering the biological ingredients listed as potential metabolic activators of SYHF (see below), it is not surprising that a SYHF strategy, particularly as used as a meal replacement, shows significant benefits metabolic competence in overweight and obese adults (Tab.1). Furthermore, it can be assumed that the experimentally demonstrated changes in metabolic regulation are not only concomitant phenomena of the weight reduction process, but can also be explained by cellular and molecular activities of the ingredients themselves; in addition, it can be expected that these activities may complement one another and work synergistically. Because of the sum of these ingredients, the SYHF product shows promise as a formula for better health and against obesity associated comorbidities as documented in the following chapter.

As described in the first Almased review published in 2007 [9] the following metabolic changes have been confirmed in several recently published studies during the last years [14, 15, 27, 44, 46, 47, 51]: all indicated effects were substantiated in publically-registered and ethically approved controlled clinical trials. It can be confirmed that the SYHF application show prerequisite results including:

- a significant decrease in elevated fasting blood glucose and plasma insulin levels
- a significant improvement in HOMA index levels as an indicator for insulin sensitivity
- a significant decrease in serum LDL cholesterol and apolipoprotein B
- a significant decrease in serum triglycerides on increased baseline values
- a significant decrease of the plasma leptin levels
- a significant improvement in the inflammatory profile (hs-CRP, IL-6) at increased baseline values

When the leptin results were adjusted for age, gender, baseline leptin level, changes in body weight, and intervention type (lifestyle vs. SYHF meal replacement), the meal replacement approach had a clear independent effect on plasma leptin levels and enhanced the effects on leptin reduction resulting from weight loss [51]. Therefore, the findings suggest a relationship between SYHF intake and leptin regulation in the examined overweight adults [Tab.1].

It may be of additional interest that the metabolic improvements were accompanied by a significant reduction in blood pressure regulation [7, 27, 44], and that there is no indication that a SYHF rich diet affected kidney function negatively even in patients with the metabolic syndrome [30]. Together with the reduction in total body mass as well as body fat mass, lifestyle intervention with additional use of Almased®, promotes more favorable alterations in the metabolic status and regression in the systemically diagnosed symptoms of the metabolic syndrome. There is evidence that overweight patients showing symptoms of the metabolic syndrome benefit substantially from SYHF intervention, even when there was only an average weight reduction [7, 8, 9, 14, 27, 44]. This is also applicable for patients with prediabetes and those diagnosed with type 2 diabetes [42, 46].

Beneficial effects of weight loss on quality of life and cognitive function after SYHF intake

Obese individuals can experience social stigmatization and discrimination and severely obese people may experience greater risk of impaired psychosocial and physical functioning [43]. Indeed, a lower health-related quality of life (HRQOL) has been reported among obese people seeking intensive treatment for their condition. In addition, several studies have found an association between obesity and poor cognitive performance [33, 37, 40] as well reduced quality of life [20, 21, 31, 38, 55, 56, 72].

As previously mentioned, to aid the management of obesity, meal replacements have been recommended as an effective therapeutic strategy for weight loss, particularly when consumed at the beginning of an intervention. Hence, the objective of a trial conducted by the Freiburg study group [49] was to assess the impact of two 12-month weight reduction interventions (one arm including a meal replacement) on changes in HRQOL among obese women. This controlled trial compared two versions of a standardized...
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12-month weight reduction intervention: the weight-reduction lifestyle program without a meal replacement (LS) versus the same lifestyle program with the addition of SYHF meal replacement product (LSMR). 380 women (LS: n = 190, LSMR: n = 190) were matched by age, gender and weight (51.4 ± 7.0 yrs, 35.5 ± 3.03 kg/m²). This sample of women all completed the 12-month lifestyle intervention that formed part of a larger study [10]. The lifestyle intervention included instruction on physical activity/exercise/sport, psychology, nutrition, and medicine in 18 theoretical and 40 practical sessions. Led by a sport physiologist, participants engaged in group-based exercise sessions once or twice a week. To evaluate HRQOL, all participants completed the SF-36 questionnaire pre- and post-intervention. Anthropometric, clinical, physical performance (ergometric stress tests), and self-reported leisure time physical activity (hours/day) data were collected. Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) was assessed by measuring bodily pain, general health perception and vitality [39, 77]. The LSMR sample showed lower baseline HRQOL scores compared to the LS sample in six of eight HRQOL dimensions, most significant in vitality and health perception (p < 0.01). Post intervention, body weight was reduced in both groups (LS: - 6.6±6.6 vs. LSMR: - 7.6±7.9 kg). However, weight loss and HRQOL improvements were more pronounced in the LSMR sample (LSMR: seven of eight, LS: four of eight dimensions). The results showed that HRQOL may improve among middle-aged obese women during a standardized lifestyle weight reduction program and may be enhanced by consuming a soy-based meal replacement product.

Alternatively, several studies have found that soy isoflavones can also improve cognitive function in adults, but this effect may be inconsistent [53]. To determine potential benefits of soy food intake on cognitive function, our research group [18] investigated two samples of postmenopausal women, in a randomized double-blind trial; one group received isoflavone-rich SYHF and the other an isoflavone-free protein supplement. 68 clinically healthy postmenopausal women (62.8±9.8yrs, 24.1±3.75 kg/m²) were randomized into a 10-weeks dietary intervention program accompanied with four cognitive tests of WITS Neuro (Fa. Schuhfried GmbH, Mödling, Austria: Cognitrone (COG), Linienverfolgungs test (LVT), Determinations test (DT), and California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)). Finding significant improvements in the COG and CVLT items for the SYHF group, we concluded that the daily intake of 50 g of the tested soy product induced a significant increase in blood isoflavone level with a positive influence on attention and concentration. Even if the improvement was at best 10%, this improvement may be of clinical benefit in quality of daily life even in healthy elderly females. In conclusion, even if there is no general agreement about potential health benefits of soy food intake in older age groups, the results found in this placebo-controlled study suggest that SYHF supplementation has a favorable effect on cognitive function, particularly attention and concentration, in postmenopausal women.

Conclusion

The results from all these studies relating to the SYHF formula of the commercially-available Almased® confirm that “The Almased concept” can be a successful approach to weight loss and to improve the metabolic milieu within a sustained time period, independent of sex, age and diagnosed symptoms of the metabolic syndrome. It has been demonstrated that even patients with metabolic dysregulation showed significant improvements and health benefits, after as little as six weeks of intervention. If this therapeutic approach is maintained, a weight reduction of more than 6 kg can be expected even in metabolically compromised patients after a short period of time. Subsequent follow up of the participants have confirmed that the initial rapid success in weight reduction is a motivating factor for further successful weight management. Therefore, increased attention should be given to this described meal replacement product. As a soy-yoghurt-honey combination, the formula (SYHF) showed not only an energy-sparing effect, but may also have potential health benefits beyond weight loss and in agreement with the current literature. This impact may be driven by soy isoflavones as well as by specific soy and milk peptides, with honey ingredients also showing a variety of biological and molecular activities. Finally, the formula which was recommended in this review for weight management may play a feasible as well as safe principle in the achievement of therapeutic benefits in typical obesity-associated symptoms.
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